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frequency is one of the big issues in emulation, simply
because the emulation process becomes a combination of a
"real" computer, the emulator and user, and in a sense, the
game. that means depending on the implementation of the
emulator, for some games, some frequency settings will be
sufficient to retain a faster emulation process than others.
so what is suitable? generally, it should be noted that any
frequency setting better than 30000 hz is going to be an
entirely different computer for the emulator to work with, as
the increased clock frequency will greatly affect the
performance of the emulator while a higher refresh rate will
have more of an effect on the performance of the
computer, potentially increasing the overall time it takes for
the emulation to even load, aside from being a race
condition nightmare. the appropriate frequency for a given
game, in addition to other factors like the size of the game
files, can be determined using multiple methods, all of
which will be explained later. worms4nl extends the game's
playability by changing the worms' location in the game,
and reintroduces both the flashlight room and the room
with 3 worm holes, which can be used as a secret exit or
way to find an alternate route in the game when other exits
are blocked. this can sometimes be handy for escaping the
game when it gets stuck. it also adds more optional
landscapes that look like their originals, but are slightly
altered, and allows importing mods with this (using their
ziplist files) so that worms can have real-time world and
weapon changes when importing the mod. support is
provided for the clone bomb cheat, and other features may
be added in the future.
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though the parallel-rdp plugin is intended for use with
libretro and retroarch, its been designed so that it can be

made to run on windows and linux through steam, androm
and other emulators. if you want to go that route, you'll find
all the necessary files to run parallel-rdp on steam, androm,

and genesis9 emulators. on linux, you can run it through
qemu, though its recommended to wait until it is fully

ported to steam on the linux steam port. for more
information about running parallel-rdp on steam and linux,
visit the parallel-rdp download site. for more information on
how to use parallel-rdp on windows through steam, visit the

parallel-rdp steam workshop . created by gonetz. opengl
and vulkan support. highly compatible and stable; the most

highly advanced of all the plugins. unfortunately, due to
what can only be described as a misunderstanding on

gonetz' part, however, the plugin does not support zilmar,
meaning that its gliden64 features rely on it. while it may

not be the best for the zn64, it is the best for mupen64plus,
which is most likely what is desired in almost every case.

created by gonetz. opengl and vulkan support. highly
compatible and stable; the most highly advanced of all the
plugins. unfortunately, due to what can only be described

as a misunderstanding on gonetz' part, however, the plugin
does not support zilmar, meaning that its mupen64plus

features rely on it. while it may not be the best for the zn64,
it is the best for mupen64plus, which is most likely what is

desired in almost every case. created by themaister. opengl
and vulkan support. highly compatible and stable; the most

highly advanced of all the plugins. unfortunately, it lacks
the best features of the other plugins, and the core is so

heavily reliant on it that it is unruly and troublesome to run
games with in all but a few extreme cases. 5ec8ef588b
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